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Abstract

We focus on Multimodal Machine Reading Comprehen-
sion (M3C) where a model is expected to answer questions
based on given passage (or context), and the context and
the questions can be in different modalities. Previous works
such as RecipeQA have proposed datasets and cloze-style
tasks for evaluation. However, we identify three critical bi-
ases stemming from the question-answer generation process
and memorization capabilities of large deep models. These
biases makes it easier for a model to overfit by relying on
spurious correlations or naive data patterns. We propose
a systematic framework to address these biases through
three Control-Knobs that enable us to generate a test bed
of datasets of progressive difficulty levels. We believe that
our benchmark (referred to as Meta- RecipeQA) will pro-
vide, for the first time, a fine grained estimate of a model’s
generalization capabilities. We also propose a general M3C
model that is used to realize several prior SOTA models
and motivate a novel hierarchical transformer based rea-
soning network (HTRN). We perform a detailed evaluation
of these models with different language and visual features
on our benchmark. We observe a consistent improvement
with HTRN over SOTA (∼ 18% in Visual Cloze task and
∼ 13% in average over all the tasks). We also observe
a drop in performance across all the models when testing
on RecipeQA and proposed Meta–RecipeQA (e.g. 83.6%
versus 67.1% for HTRN), which shows that the proposed
dataset is relatively less biased. We conclude by highlight-
ing the impact of the control knobs with some quantitative
results.

1. Introduction
Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) has been used

extensively to evaluate language understanding capabilities
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems [30, 8, 23,

*Work done while interning at SRI International.
†These two authors contributed equally.

Figure 1. An illustration of the three biases present in the dataset.
Bias-1 is caused when the overlap between the questions reveal
the entire recipe process. The constraint is to upper bound the
intersection of steps in multiple questions. Bias-2 exists when the
distance between the incorrect choices from the correct choice (ϵ)
is large in the latent space. The “m” mentioned above is some
small value. Bias-3 occurs when the correct choice is closer to the
question list (|d1 − d2| ≤ ϵ) as compared to incorrect choices.

22]. MRC is evaluated similar to how humans are evalu-
ated for understanding a piece of text (referred to as con-
text) by asking them to answer questions about the text.
Recently Multi-Modal Machine Comprehension (M3C) has
extended MRC by introducing multimodality in the context
or the question or both [25, 15, 29, 2] (Figure 3). A strong
M3C system is thus required to not only understand the
(unimodal) context but also reason across different modal-
ities. Previous MRC studies have shown that it is often
hard to to verify whether the model is actually understand-
ing the context or naively using spurious correlations to an-
swer questions [8, 14, 25]. We first identify three key bi-
ases that plague M3C cloze-style benchmarks and then pro-
pose a novel procedure to create multiple datasets of dif-
ferent levels of difficulty from a single meta dataset. We
then use these datasets to study the performance of differ-
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ent M3C models and understand how the datasets affects
performance. We also propose a novel hierarchical trans-
former based approach and show consistent improvements
over prior methods.

M3C can be evaluated in multiple ways [30, 17, 13, 28,
15]. For example, in VQA the context is an image and the
question and answer are in textual modality. M3C datasets
(e.g. RecipeQA [29]) can also include multiple modalities
in the context or the question. Multiple-choice cloze-style
tasks are also used for evaluation, where the question is pre-
pared as a sequence of steps with one of the steps replaced
by a placeholder and the model is asked to find the cor-
rect answer from a set of choices. Cloze-style evaluation is
quite common in MRC since such questions can be gener-
ated without any human intervention. This makes it easier
to train, test and deploy a model for a new domain with
sparsely labeled data. We focus on procedural M3C, where
the context is a list of steps, for preparing a recipe, that
are described in multiple modalities. We evaluate on the
three visual cloze-style tasks defined in RecipeQA– Visual
Cloze, Visual Coherence, and Visual Ordering. Although
several works have used RecipeQA for evaluation, we ob-
serve three critical biases introduced by how the cloze-style
question-answers (QA) pairs were created for these tasks.
These biases makes it easier for models to answer ques-
tion by relying on spurious correlations and surface level
patterns and thus casting doubts around prior evaluations.
The first bias is related to overlap between the questions,
which are sampled randomly from four locations in the con-
text in one of the modality. This bias results from multiple
questions being sampled from the same context and makes
it easier for the model to answer questions by using other
questions in the dataset. The second bias results from the
negative choices being far away from the correct choices
i.e. they are not hard negatives. Hard negatives refer to in-
correct choices that are closer to the correct choice visu-
ally and might be difficult for a naive algorithm (e.g. us-
ing background) to discriminate (Figure 4). This bias also
causes the model to overfit as it can rely on simple features
to get the correct answer. The third bias is induced by the
correct choice being significantly closer to the question (in
feature space) as compared to the incorrect choices. This
causes the model to answer questions by only matching the
choices with the question. We propose a systematic way
to tackle these biases by grounding them in three Control-
Knob that are then used to sample multiple datasets from
a single meta dataset of recipes (Figure 1). We refer to our
benchmark as Meta-RecipeQA. We then use these knobs
to generate datasets with lower bias and of progressively
increasing difficulty level. For example, the accuracy of
our model on the simplest and the hardest sets on Visual
Cloze task varies from 56.3% to 68.4% on Meta-RecipeQA
as compared to 70.5% on RecipeQA. We also used addi-

tional pre-processing steps to improve the quality of the
meta-dataset which is based on RecipeQA (Table 1). We
recommend that a model should be evaluated on all these
datasets instead of a single sampled dataset to get a better
estimate of its capabilities to answer questions. This type of
evaluation is similar to cross-validation in machine learning
which tends to provide improved estimates of performance.

In addition, we also study the effect of using better vi-
sual features for constructing these datasets and show that it
has a large effect on performance. We also propose a gen-
eral M3C model (GM3C) that is then used to realize sev-
eral state-of-the-art (SOTA) models. GM3C is composed
of two primary components– modality encoder and scor-
ing function– and allows us to systematically study the per-
formance variations with different component choices. We
also got inspired by the general model to propose a Hierar-
chical Transformer based Reasoning Network (HTRN)
that uses transformers for both the primary components. We
show consistent improvement over SOTA methods with our
approach (+18% in visual cloze task and +13% in average
over all task). We also undertake an extensive ablation study
to show the impact of visual features, textual features, and
the Control-Knob on performance. We see consistent drop
in performance across all the models on Meta-RecipeQA as
compared to RecipeQA showing that our approach is able to
create harder datasets and addresses the underlying biases.
We finally provide qualitative analysis to show the effect of
Control-Knob on question-answer pairs. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We identify and locate the origins of the three crit-
ical biases that bedevil the RecipeQA dataset. We
propose a systematic framework (referred to as Meta-
RecipeQA) to address these biases through three
Control-Knobs. The Control-Knobs makes it possible
for us to generate a test bed of multiple datasets of pro-
gressive difficulty levels.

• Propose a general M3C (GM3C) model that is used to
implement several SOTA models and motivate a novel
Hierarchical Transformer based Reasoning Network
(HTRN). HTRN uses transformers for both modality
encoder and the scoring function.

• HTRN outperforms SOTA by ∼ +18% in Visual
Cloze task and ∼ +13% (absolute) in average over all
the tasks.

• We observe a considerable drop in performance across
all the models when testing on RecipeQA and the pro-
posed Meta-RecipeQA (e.g. 83.6% versus 67.1% for
HTRN).

2. Related Works
QA tasks have been a popular method for evaluating a

model’s reasoning skills in NLP. One of the earliest forms
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of question-answering task is Machine Reading Compre-
hension (MRC) [12] that involves a textual passage and QA
pairs. The answer format can be in a cloze-form (fill in
the blanks), or could include finding the answer inside the
passage or generation [5, 11, 23, 22]. A generalization of
the MRC is a new task that employs multimodality in the
context or QA and is referred to as MultiModal Machine
Comprehension (M3C). Several datasets have been pro-
posed to evaluate M3C, e.g. COMICSQA [13], TQA [15],
MoviesQA [28] and RecipeQA [29]. Although our work
is closely related to M3C, we tackle the task of procedu-
ral M3C, e.g. RecipeQA where the context is procedural
description of an event. RecipeQA [29] dataset provides
“How-To” steps to cook a recipe written by internet users.
Solving procedural-M3C requires understanding the entire
temporal process along with tracking the state changes. Pro-
cedural M3C is investigated in [1] on RecipeQA by keeping
track of state change of entities over the course. However,
the method falls short in aligning the different modalities.

Bias in a dataset could be referred to as a hidden artifact
that allow a model to perform well on it without learning
the intended reasoning skills. These artifacts in the form of
spurious correlations or surface level patterns boost model
performance to well beyond chance performance. Some-
times the cause of these biases are partial input data [9, 20]
or high overlaps in the inputs [18, 6]. These biases influ-
ence various other tasks as well such as argument reason-
ing [19], machine reading comprehension [14], story cloze
tests [26, 4]. We have investigated three biases that plague
the visual tasks in RecipeQA. One major bias occurs due to
the high overlap of steps present in the question, this differs
from [18] as the later involves unimodal data and the over-
lap occurring in word embeddings. The next bias shown in
[26] occurs due to the differences in writing style in the text
modality. RecipeQA also suffers from difference in style as
a bias but in the visual domain. The bias due to difference
in style in the visual domain is introduced due to the lack of
necessary constraint while preparing the QA task.

3. Approach

We describe our approach by using visual cloze style
tasks to demonstrate the efficacy of our benchmark. We
describe the three critical biases present in these tasks
that prevents a comprehensive assessment of M3C models.
We simultaneously outline our proposed solution through
Control-Knobs that are used to generate multiple datasets
from a meta dataset. We contrast it with RecipeQA. Next,
we describe of the general M3C model which we use to re-
alize many prior models and finally propose a novel method
based on hierarchical transformers.

Figure 2. Distribution of distances of the correct and incorrect
choices from the question in the feature space (ViT) for RecipeQA
(left) and one of our datasets generated with Control-Knob set to
(0,1,1). Training a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with the dis-
tance of each choice from the question as input feature results in an
accuracy of 71.9% on RecipeQA and 31.7% on our dataset. This
highlights the inherent bias in RecipeQA which can be exploited
by a naive model to give high performance.

3.1. Visual Cloze-Style Tasks

We address the biases in the three visual cloze-style tasks
from RecipeQA. In RecipeQA each instance (Figure 3) is a
sequence of steps about preparing a recipe, where each step
is described by either images, text or both. In the visual task,
the context is in textual modality and the Question-Answer
(QA) pairs1 are in visual modality.

1. Visual Cloze: Determine the correct image that fits the
placeholder in a question sequence of NQ images. The
question is generated by selecting NQ images from a
recipe and randomly replacing one of the images with
a placeholder.

2. Visual Coherence: Determine the incoherent image
from a list of NQ images. The coherent images are
sampled in an ordered manner from one recipe.

3. Visual Ordering: Predict which sequence of images
in the question is the correct sequence. The question is
generated by sampling NQ images from NQ separate
steps in a recipe and jumbling the order of the sequence
for all except one.

We set NQ to 4 as done in RecipeQA. In each of the tasks
the model is expected to establish cross-modal correspon-
dences across textual steps and visual QA pairs and then
reason to find the correct answer. We selected these tasks
as they cover a broad range of reasoning capabilities and
also allows us to verify our approach for removing biases
on multiple tasks. The above mentioned skills are required
to solve cloze style, coherence and ordering. M3C cloze
style, coherence and ordering skills assess the knowledge
and understanding obtained from the context and question
[24].

3.2. Biases and Proposed Control-Knobs

M3C models are evaluated to measure whether they are
able to understand the context and then answer questions.

1Here we refer to the sequence of steps with the placeholder as the
question
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However, it has been shown before that it is common for
MRC models to answer questions by using biases or sur-
face level patterns in the data [25, 8, 5]. Such behavior
stems both from the data creation process and large capac-
ity of recent state-of-the-art (SOTA) models– which makes
it easier for them to overfit [3].

Figure 2 depicts an example of data bias in RecipeQA
by showing the distribution of distances between the ques-
tion (averaged) and the correct and incorrect choices in the
feature space. We see that the distributions are well sepa-
rated in the original RecipeQA as compared to one of our
datasets. This allows a model to answer questions without
reading the context. With these inherent biases can prior
evaluation results be trusted and how can we do better?
We formalize three key biases present in previous evalua-
tion setup and also propose a solution to counter them with
Control-Knobs. We use the visual cloze task as an example
to describe the Control-Knobs. We provide descriptions for
the other two tasks (visual coherence and visual ordering)
in Appendix B. We briefly describe the construction of QA
pairs in visual cloze (from RecipeQA) to better understand
our Control-Knobs. Questions are prepared by repeating the
process of first sampling four random locations (in increas-
ing order) in the recipe and then replacing one of the images
randomly with the placeholder. The negative choices are
randomly sampled, beyond a certain distance from the pos-
itive choice, in the feature space. We have illustrated these
biases visually in Figure 1.

1. Bias-1-High overlap between question sequences:
This bias occurs since multiple question sequences are
sampled from the same recipe. Here the model can
learn the correct answer by relying on other oversam-
pled questions and fail to actually understand the con-
text.

Control-Knob-1: This knob controls the overlap be-
tween the questions as well as the maximum number
of questions that can be generated from a recipe. It
first imposes a constraint on the maximum number of
questions that can be sampled from a recipe. We also
sample questions from recipes with #Steps ≥ 5. Al-
though we iteratively sample a question from a recipe
as done in RecipeQA, we minimize the overlap be-
tween questions by removing the step corresponding
to the correct choice before sampling the next ques-
tion. This makes sure that the model cannot exploit
commonalities between questions to know the correct
answer. We use two settings for this knob where the
first setting fixes the maximum number of questions
to #steps/2. The second setting makes the dataset
harder by fixing the maximum number of questions
to #steps/3 and also removes a random choice along
with the correct choice before sampling the next ques-
tion.

2. Bias-2-Incorrect choices are not hard negatives:
This bias occurs when the correct choice is closer (in
feature space) to the question features as compared to
the incorrect choices. A model can thus exploit this
artifact to answer question.

Control-Knob-2: We first compute K nearest-
neighbors (KNNs) of the correct choice and select KC

points in the feature space. To vary the difficulty level
of the negative choices, we discretize the space of
KNNs by computing mean (md) and standard devia-
tion (σd) of the distances of the KC points from the
correct choice. We use two settings of this knob by ei-
ther sampling the negative choice from the euclidean
ball (0,md − sd) or (md − sd,md + sd). The first
setting with generate harder negatives since they will
be closer to the correct choice. We use image features
from pre-trained models for computing these distance
and observe that such features have a huge impact on
the semantic similarity of the incorrect choices to the
correct choice (ViT versus ResNet-50).

3. Bias-3-Incorrect choices being far away from the
question: This bias occurs since the correct choice
is closer (in feature space) to the question features as
compared to the incorrect choices. In such cases the
model can simply answer question by using the rela-
tive distances between correct and incorrect choice to
the question and can bypass the context. This is similar
to using odd-one-out in standard comprehension.

Control-Knob-3: Generally all the images from one
recipe exhibit underlying semantic similarity such as
the background. The incorrect choice should share
some semantic similarities with question images, sim-
ilar to the correct choice, to make it harder for the
model to discriminate based on such naive cues. The
Control-Knob is designed to consider the distance be-
tween the the question and the correct choice when
sampling the incorrect choices. During the process of
selecting negative choices in Control-Knob-2, we se-
lect one negative choice which is close to the question
as compared to the correct choice. We use two values
for this knob– when this knob is off, we do not enforce
the constraint described above; when the knob is on,
we randomly select one negative choice to satisfy the
distance constraint.

3.3. Meta Dataset for Meta-RecipeQA

We refer to our proposed benchmark that consists of
multiple datasets generated by varying the Control-Knobs
as Meta-RecipeQA. We create these datasets using a meta
dataset which contains all the recipe from RecipeQA with-
out any of the tasks. We found that several recipes in
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Figure 3. An illustration of the General M3C (GM3C) model that consists of two primary components– Modality Encoders and Scoring
Function. We use this model to implement prior SOTA models but also propose our Hierarchical Transformer based Reasoning Network
(HTRN) that uses transformers for both the components.

RecipeQA had missing/partial content and were noisy (e.g.
multiple words were joined together). We used its source
(instructables.com) to complete and clean the ex-
isting content. With our proposed Control-Knobs we are
able to regulate the amount of question-answer generated
from 8K to 22K. We also notice that RecipeQA dataset is
plagued with out-of-vocabulary tokens (19% over all to-
kens). One main reason for out-of-vocabulary tokens is
the fusion of multiple in-vocabulary tokens. In the Meta
Dataset, our cleaning process results in 90% in-vocabulary
tokens over all tokens. Please refer to the supplement for a
detailed description involved in the process of creating the
Meta Dataset.

Table 1. Dataset statistics for RecipeQA and Meta-RecipeQA.
RecipeQA Meta-RecipeQA

#Recipes(train, valid ) 9101 8639
#VisualCloze QA 7986 (8K-22K)
#Recipes used in VisualCloze QA 5684 (6K-9K)
#in-vocab tokens / #vocab tokens 19.9% 90.2%

3.4. Hierarchical Transformer based Reasoning
Network (HTRN)

We now describe the general M3C model (GM3C),
which is used to realize prior SOTA methods along with
our proposed method. For description of this model we
limit ourselves to the visual cloze task and provide addi-
tional details in Appendix C. The context C = {ck}NC

k=1

consists of NC steps in textual modality, where each step
ck = {wk

s}Ks=1 contains K tokens. For the visual cloze
task, the question Q = {qi}

NQ

i=1 consists of NQ images with
one image being replaced by a placeholder. The answer
A = {aj}NA

j=1 is composed of one correct and NA − 1 in-
correct choices.

GM3C: is shown in Figure 3 and consists of two primary
modules– modality encoder and scoring function. The
modality encoder featurizes the textual context using a tex-
tual encoder, denoted as ϕT (ck) as well as the questions and
the answers using a visual encoder, denoted as ϕV (qi). The
output from both these modules is fed into the scoring func-
tion to compute a compatibility scores for the answer. We
use this model to implement prior SOTA models. For ex-
ample, a popular method “Impatient Reader” uses Doc2Vec
with an LSTM as the textual encoder, ResNet50 with an
LSTM as the visual encoder, and then uses attention layers
for the scoring function.

Hierarchical Transformer based Reasoning Network
(HTRN): is build upon the GM3C model. HTRN en-
codes each step in the context using a pre-trained trans-
former model to obtain embeddings for each token. We also
use a bi-directional LSTM to encode the contextual fea-
tures for each step. We obtain the feature vector for each
step by averaging feature of all the tokens for that step.
To model temporal dependencies across the steps, HTRN
uses another bi-directional LSTM before feeding the in-
puts to the scoring function. For the visual encoder, we
use the pre-trained transformer based visual encoder. We
now have the encoding for each step, question and answer
as ϕC(ck), ϕV (qi), and ϕV (aj) respectively. We also use
a bi-directional LSTM to encode the temporal relationships
between the images. These inputs are now passed to the
scoring function.

The aim of the scoring function is to provide a score
for each of the candidate answer aj . Since we need to
score NA answers, we create NA query vectors (denoted
as u), where each query vector is prepared by replacing
the placeholder with the candidate choice at location j
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in the answer. HTRN uses a second shallow transformer
(trained from scratch) for the scoring function. We use
ideas from preparing BERT inputs for question-answering
[7] by creating a representation for a context-query pair as
R(C, aj) = [CLS, ϕC(c1), . . . , ϕC(cN ),SEP, ϕV (qi), u],
where CLS and SEP are special token as used in the NLP
models and [] denotes concatenation. We pass this input
through the transformer and use the contextual representa-
tion of the CLS token as the final representation of jth query
vector. We finally use an FC layer to obtain scores for all the
query vectors. Our motivation for using the transformer as
a scoring function is that its underlying self-attention mech-
anism enables us to model the complex relationships be-
tween the context-context, context-QA, and QA-QA pairs.
Such relationships are often modeled by multiple compo-
nents in prior models and may not suffice for the application
at hand. Moreover, transformers bring additional advantage
in terms of multi-head attention and skip-connection lead-
ing to improved learning [7, 21].

4. Experiments
In this section we empirically study the (1) impact of the

Control-Knobs on the performance of different models, and
(2) performance improvement from our proposed HTRN
model. We begin by stating the dataset creation process
using the Control-Knobs as well the metrics used for eval-
uation, details of prior methods and the implementation de-
tails of our methods. Next, we report the quantitative results
where we first compare different models on RecipeQA with
our proposed Meta-RecipeQA benchmark. Next, we study
the impact of the Control-Knobs in more details. We then
compare the proposed HTRN models with SOTA methods.
We finally provide quantitative results to highlight the effect
of the Control-Knobs on some generated question-answer
pairs.

4.1. Dataset and Metrics

We use the 3 Control-Knobs to create multiple datasets
for evaluation. To keep the number of experiments un-
der control we use two discrete settings for each of these
Control-Knob (see in subsection 3.2). In the remainder
of the text we shall refer to the dataset setting with the
Control-Knobs set to value i, j, k as a tuple (i, j, k). Along
with the Control-Knobs, we use two choices of language
models (LM) (Word2Vec, BERT), two choices of visual
models (VM) (ResNet-50, ViT) and three different scoring
function. For the visual cloze task, we trained a total of
108 models. Out of 108, 96 models are trained on Meta-
RecipeQA that constituted combinations of 3 Control-
Knobs, 2 LM, 2 VM and 3 scoring functions.

We use classification accuracy as the metric that mea-
sures the percentage of questions that the model is able to
answer correctly.

4.2. Prior Methods and Implementation Details
Prior Methods: For comparison with SOTA we compare
our model with Hasty Reader [29], “Impatient Reader”[10],
PRN[1], MLMM-Trans [16] on RecipeQA. We obtain
their results from MLMM-Trans [16]. For the experi-
ments involving Control-Knobs on proposed benchmark,
we adopted two popular MRC models as the scoring func-
tion in addition to transformers in HTRN – BiDAF[27],
“Impatient Reader” [10].

4.3. Comparison on RecipeQA and the Proposed
Meta-RecipeQA

In Figure 4, we show results of different algorithms with
different visual and textual features on RecipeQA and Meta-
RecipeQA. We report mean performance across our pro-
posed datasets that were generated by sweeping through
eight combination of the control knobs.

We first observe a consistent drop in performance, for all
algorithms, between the previous and the proposed splits.
For example, with LM as Word2Vec and VM as ViT, the
performance of HTRN on old and proposed splits is 83.6%
and 67.1% respectively. We also observe a similar drop
with prior methods e.g. for BiDAF the performance on
RecipeQA and Meta-RecipeQA is 70.4% and 59.8% re-
spectively. We believe this drop occurs since the Control-
Knobs are able to remove some of the biases present in
RecipeQA by creating a benchmark which makes it for
the models to overfit. We also observe that the visual fea-
tures have a large impact on performance e.g. HTRN gives
67.1% and 62.1% with ViT and Resnet50 respectively. We
also believe that it is easier for improved image features to
overfit for the visual cloze task since they can easily com-
pare two images using surface level patterns such as back-
ground. Also, the variance in performance across different
splits highlights that our Control-Knob provide flexibility in
creating datasets with progressive difficulty levels (in terms
of skills required for solving these tasks).

Table 2. Comparison of HTRN with SOTA on the three visual
tasks of RecipeQA dataset.

Model Cloze Coherence Ordering Average
Human* [29] 77.6 81.6 64.0 74.4
Hasty Student [29] 27.3 65.8 40.9 44.7
Impatient Reader [10] 27.3 28.1 26.7 27.4
PRN [1] 56.3 53.6 62.8 57.6
MLMM-Trans [16] 65.6 67.3 63.8 65.6

(Word2Vec, Resnet–50)

HTRN-Bidaf* 57.1 58.2 65.5 60.3
HTRN-Impatient* 58.8 57.9 64.2 60.3
HTRN-Transformer* 70.5 67.7 65.1 67.8

(BERT, ViT)

HTRN-Bidaf 73.7 77.0 70.7 73.8
HTRN-Impatient 76.0 74.1 70.7 73.6
HTRN-Transformer 83.6 80.1 70.3 78.0
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VM is set to ResNet–50. Starting from left we plot performance of
Control-Knob-2 and Control-Knob-3 for all combination of con-
trol setting by fixing Control-Knob-1. We do the same for Control-
Knob-2 and Control-Knob-3 in the center and right figure respec-
tively.

4.4. Impact of Control Knobs on Performance

In Figure 5 we show the impact of different Control-
Knob on performance. We measure performances for three
models with LM and VM as Word2Vec and Resnet50 re-
spectively on datasets generated by sweeping across the two
discrete values for each of the Control-Knob. All the mod-
els achieved their best performance when Control-Knob-1
(overlap bias) was set to 0 i.e. high overlap and Control-
Knob-2 (distance of incorrect choice from correct choice)
was set to 1 i.e. images sampled in the euclidean ball be-
tween [µd − σd, µd + σd]. However, if we choose comple-
ment of these values we obtain lower performance across
all the models. This is the case since reducing the overlap
between questions and reducing the distance between cor-
rect and incorrect choices makes the QA harder. This high-
lights the ability of our Control-Knob to create datasets with
progressive difficulty levels. For Control-Knob-3, we see a
small influence on model’s performance. We believe this

results from our implementation of Control-Knob-3, where
we randomly flip a coin on each sample and apply the con-
straint to only one incorrect choice. This Control-Knob can
be more impactful by applying it over multiple choices. The
experimental details of HTRN is presented in Appendix A.

4.5. Comparison with SOTA

Table 2 shows the comparison of our model HTRN with
SOTA models on the three tasks from RecipeQA. We es-
tablish superiority by comparing our results against previ-
ous RecipeQA benchmark. We start by demonstrating the
human performance on RecipeQA[29] followed by results
from prior works. Our model outperforms MLMM-Trans
(multi level transformer based model) on all tasks. For ex-
ample, the performance of HTRN versus MLMM on the
ordering task is 65.1 and 63.8 respectively. We also be-
lieve that our algorithm is the first to outperform human’s
performance on the ordering task. We compare with the
prior SOTA models using LM: Word2Vec and VM: ResNet-
50 (under same input conditions), represented in the ta-
ble 2 as HTRN-Transformer∗, where we get a 5% and
2% improvement over MLMM-Trans in visual cloze and
ordering task respectively. With the last three rows, re-
port the performance of our proposed model HTRN (LM:
BERT,VM :ViT), where gain over MLMM-Trans by a mar-
gin of 12.4% in average (18% in visual cloze, 13% in coher-
ence and 16.5% in ordering). We also compared our trans-
former scoring function against Bidaf and Impatient Reader
as scoring function. We observe improvements of 7.5% (ab-
solute) highlighting the performance advantage of the trans-
former based scoring function which is able to better model
the complex relationships between multimodal context and
QA pairs.
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4.6. Qualitative Analysis
In Figure 6, we show three questions from the same

recipe with the choice list. The QA pair in the first row is
chosen from the original RecipeQA dataset. The QA pairs
in second and third rows are selected with Control Knobs set
to (1, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) to provide a medium and a hard QA
pair. We can see that in the case of the first QA pair it will
be easier for a model to use the background to find the cor-
rect answer. However, this is slightly harder in the second
row where two of the images share a similar background.
We believe it would be hardest for a model to find the cor-
rect answer by using surface level patterns in the third QA
pair, where the negative choices are semantically closer (in
foreground) to the correct answer. We believe that such hard
negatives will generally make it harder for a model to utilize
the biases and thus help in generalization.

Place
holder

Place
holder

Place
holder

Control Knobs: (0,1,1)

Control Knobs: (1,0,1)

Ques�on Choice List
Original

Potato Skin Mini Quiches

Figure 6. Question-Answer (QA) pairs generated using our
Control-Knobs for recipe “Potato Skin Mini Quiches”. First row
shows QA from RecipeQA. Row 2 uses Control-Knob setting
(1,0,1), best performance dataset on HTRN. Row 3 uses Control-
Knob setting (0,1,1) (from the dataset with the lowest perfor-
mance). Distinguishing the correct images is easiest in the first
QA pair compared to the second and third rows where two of the
images share a similar background.

5. Related Works
QA tasks have been a popular method for evaluating a

model’s reasoning skills in NLP. One of the earliest forms
of question-answering task is Machine Reading Compre-
hension (MRC) [12] that involves a textual passage and QA
pairs. The answer format can be in a cloze-form (fill in
the blanks), or could include finding the answer inside the
passage or generation [5, 11, 23, 22]. A generalization of
the MRC is a new task that employs multimodality in the
context or QA and is referred to as MultiModal Machine
Comprehension (M3C). Several datasets have been pro-
posed to evaluate M3C, e.g. COMICSQA [13], TQA [15],
MoviesQA [28] and RecipeQA [29]. Although our work
is closely related to M3C, we tackle the task of procedu-
ral M3C, e.g. RecipeQA where the context is procedural
description of an event. RecipeQA [29] dataset provides

“How-To” steps to cook a recipe written by internet users.
Solving procedural-M3C requires understanding the entire
temporal process along with tracking the state changes. Pro-
cedural M3C is investigated in [1] on RecipeQA by keeping
track of state change of entities over the course. However,
the method falls short in aligning the different modalities.

Bias in a dataset could be referred to as a hidden artifact
that allow a model to perform well on it without learning
the intended reasoning skills. These artifacts in the form of
spurious correlations or surface level patterns boost model
performance to well beyond chance performance. Some-
times the cause of these biases are partial input data [9, 20]
or high overlaps in the inputs [18, 6]. These biases influ-
ence various other tasks as well such as argument reason-
ing [19], machine reading comprehension [14], story cloze
tests [26, 4]. We have investigated three biases that plague
the visual tasks in RecipeQA. One major bias occurs due to
the high overlap of steps present in the question, this differs
from [18] as the later involves unimodal data and the over-
lap occurring in word embeddings. The next bias shown in
[26] occurs due to the differences in writing style in the text
modality. RecipeQA also suffers from difference in style as
a bias but in the visual domain. The bias due to difference
in style in the visual domain is introduced due to the lack of
necessary constraint while preparing the QA task.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we identified three key weaknesses in

the M3C based RecipeQA dataset stemming from dis-
tance between question-choices, as well as overlap between
questions. We propose a novel Meta-RecipeQA frame-
work guided by three Control-Knobs to reduce the bias in
the question-answering tasks. Using the defined Control-
Knobs, we propose multiple datasets of progressive dif-
ficulty levels. We also propose a general M3C (GM3C)
framework for realizing SOTA models. We use the general
M3C to implement SOTA models such as BiDAF and Impa-
tient Reader. It also motivates us to propose a novel Hierar-
chical Transformer based Reasoning Network (HTRN) that
uses transformers for both the modality encoders and the
scoring function. We significantly outperform prior SOTA
methods on RecipeQA. Similarly we see a drop in perfor-
mance over Meta-RecipeQA as compared to RecipeQA that
suggests that we have successfully reduced the bias. We
also gain deeper insights into each Control-Knobs through
quantitative analysis. We hope that our framework will pro-
vide a rich evaluation of multimodal comprehension sys-
tems by testing models on datasets generated by sweeping
through the three proposed Control-Knobs. Such evalua-
tion will go beyond overall accuracy to a fine-grained un-
derstanding of robustness to dataset bias.
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